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Eliminating a, £, 7 from these five equations we obtain the two results to be proved.
449.    Introduction of a conductor.   An insulated uncharged conductor B is introduced into the system of conductors AI9 A2, &c.    Prove that the coefficient of potential p^ of any one of the others on itself is diminished.
Let the body B be brought into its place as an uncharged non-conductor and let it suddenly become a conductor. At this instant the potential energy of the system, viz. ^SEF, is not altered, because the E of the new body is zero. The electricity is not now in equilibrium and must tend to assume a new arrangement. It is a dynamical principle that when a system is in stable equilibrium the potential energy is a minimum. It follows that in the new position of equilibrium the energy is less than before.
To separate the effect on prr from that on the other coefficients, let the conductor Ar alone have a charge, all the others, as well as the new body B, being uncharged. The energy before the introduction of B was ^JB^^, and after that event became ^E^p'^. The new value of the coefficient of the potential, viz. j)'w, is therefore less than#rr.
450.    Potential Energy.   Ex. 1.   A conductor having a charge Q and being at potential F0 is acted on by a quantity E of electricity situated at an external point B;   in this state the potential at an external point Bf is Fg/.    The same conductor with a charge Qr and at a potential F0' when acted on by E' placed at Bf has a potential F#' at E.   Prove that Q'VQ + E'VB, = QV0'+EVg.
This is the mutual work of the two states described above when regarded as different systems, see Art. 439.
Ex. 2. An uncharged insulated conductor is acted on by a quantity E of electricity situated at an external point B. Prove that the potential at any external point Bf is a symmetrical function of the coordinates of B and Bf.
This theorem is also true if the conductor is uninsulated, for we may join it to earth by a fine wire and include the earth as part of the system.
The first result follows from Ex. 1 by putting Q = 0, Q' = 0, E-E'.
Ex. 3. The locus of a point B at which a given quantity E of electricity must be placed to develop a given quantity Q of electricity in an uninsulated conductor, is that level surface of the same conductor (when insulated, charged to potential F0' and not acted on by any external point) at which the potential is - QV0'/E.
451. A circular disc. To find the distribution of electricity on a circular disc when acted on by an external electrical point B situated in its plane*.
The  electric  density at  any point  Q on  either side of an
insulated   circular  disc  is  p = -
where  JS, R'  are
* The problem of finding the law of distribution of electricity on a circular disc and spherical bowl when influenced by an electrical point was first solved by Sir W. Thomson, see section xv. of the reprint of his papers. In the Quarterly Journal for 1882 Ferrers found the potential due to the bowl at any point of space. He uses the method of spherical harmonics. In the same Journal 1886, Gallop applied BessePs functions to find the distribution on a circular disc. He also investigates the distribution on a spherical bowl and finds the capacity of the bowl; for this purpose he uses the method of inversion.
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